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Your Committee
The ASSA NSW committee for 2013 is:
President

Andrew McKellar
0430 717 622
 Emails/Mailouts/Newsletter
 Assist Publicity Officer

toymax@sportsedan.com.au

Vice President

Chris Jackson
 MRAP Delegate

0409 209 480

jacksonc@internode.on.net

Secretary

Mick Johnson

0433 155 188

mick@mickjohnson.com.au

Treasurer

Anthony Macready

0421 010 380

anthony@agmengineering.com.au

Committee

Erik Gattermeier
0408 296 501
 Membership Officer
 NSW State/Club Competitor Liaison

info@bavariacars.com.au

Committee

Rod McKellar
 Publicity Officer

mckrod069@optusnet.com.au

Committee

Geoffory Whittaker
0424 532 735
 National Series Liaison

redsracing@bigpond.com

Committee

Sean Sullivan
0419 851 085
 Official Point Scorer
 Website Design & Maintenance
 Club Apparel

sean@sullivanmotorsport.com.au

Committee

Nick Smith
0404 842 704
mr_boost_45psi@hotmail.com
 Interstate Liaison
 Assist NSW State/Club Competitor Liaison

0432 436 781

Club Meetings are held at:
O'Donoghue's Irish Pub (Upstairs function room)
99 Great Western Highway,
Emu Plains, NSW, 2750
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ASSA (NSW) CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2013


*** No Committee Meeting for 1st Tuesday in January or February ***



Tuesday 29th January – Committee Meeting



8th/9th February Support Category, 12-Hour Event, Bathurst



Tuesday 5th March – Committee Meeting, General Meeting



Tuesday 2nd April – Committee Meeting



27th/28th April NSW Round 1 Wakefield Park



Tuesday 7th May – Committee Meeting, General Meeting



Tuesday 4th June – Committee Meeting



22nd/23rd June NSW Round 2 Sydney Motorsport Park



Tuesday 2nd July – Committee Meeting



Tuesday 6th August – Committee Meeting, General Meeting



10th/11th August NSW Round 3 Wakefield Park



Tuesday 3rd September – Committee Meeting



21st/22nd September NSW Round 4 Sydney Motorsport Park



Tuesday 1st October – Committee Meeting



Wednesday 6th November – Committee Meeting *** Wednesday this month only***



9th/10th November NSW Round 5 Sydney Motorsport Park



Friday 29th November - Presentation Night



Tuesday 3rd December – Committee Meeting, Annual General Meeting
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Race Report Round 1
NSW Sports Sedans were at Wakefield Park on 27th/28th April for Round 1 of the Kumho Tyres NSW
Sports Sedan Championship. With 22 cars entered, it was always going to be a busy weekend on-track,
and with the usual close, intense and exciting racing that only NSW Sports Sedans can provide, the opening
round proved that this year’s title fight will be very hotly contested.
With the circuit booked out for another event, there was no Friday practice this time around. But with the
relatively small number of categories running for the weekend, the schedule allowed for a 15-minute
practice session on Saturday morning. The session took place in fine but cool weather and was mostly
incident free, unless your name is Darrin Renouf or Anthony Macready that is. Renouf had trouble with a
misfiring engine in the Enviropress/Fujifilm Commodore, which would prove to be an unsolved problem
throughout the weekend – he achieved 1 complete lap in practice, half a lap in qualifying, missed Race 1
and only did the formation lap for Race 2 before returning the car to the pits. The cause of the problem
proved to be elusive and it was not the start to racing in Sports Sedans that Renouf would have liked, but
hopefully it will be sorted and we’ll see him back again for Round 2.

Macready’s practice session was also one he’d rather forget, but in the true tradition of Sports Sedan
mateship, I’m not about to let him do so. The Interlloy Nissan 300ZX had been rebuilt since crashing out of
Round 6 in 2012, and patched up after a couple of incidents at Bathurst earlier this year, so Macready was
keen to get on with the job of just racing the car in this opening round. He had completed only 4 laps of
practice when he got amongst a queue of cars, one of which got a bit loose and caused a concertina effect
down the line. Doing his best impression of a morning drive on the M4, Macready reacted to the confusion
by heading off-road, finding a tyre wall with the front of the Nissan. The rest of his day (and that of his
crew) was spent rebuilding the front of the car, which included replacing the radiator, all the supporting bar
work, aluminium ducting, front spoiler and even repairing the tow hooks. Macready would therefore miss
qualifying and Race 1, but had the car ready in time for Race 2 on Sunday morning.

Simon Copping and Grant Doulman lead the way for the practice session, with Copping in the Industrie
Commodore running the quickest time of 1:01.7794 and putting everyone on notice that his car would have
good pace this year. Geoff Whittaker rounded out the top 3 in his Red’s Racing Service Commodore.
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Qualifying – 20 Minutes
The day and the track had warmed up a little when the Sports Sedans commenced qualifying. As always
there were a number of really fast cars in with a chance of taking pole, and the 2 championship points that
go along with it. In the end Simon Copping proved fastest, churning out 16 laps during the session with his
quickest time of 1:00.6088 coming on lap 16. Chris Jackson was also fast, using only half the number of
laps to claim P2 in his Kumho Tyres Calibra with a time of 1:00.6857.

Steven Shiels qualified well in the Central West Driver Training Camaro Z28, just 2/10ths off Jackson’s
time to claim 3rd on the grid, and Geoff Whittaker another 2/10ths behind to be 4th. Reigning State
Champion, Stuart Inwood, was 5th in the Gary’s Motorsport Tyres Falcon AU, with 6th position on the grid
taken by Scott Reed in his Procut Concrete Cutting/Nexgen Mustang.
Race 1 – 16 Laps
Race 1 commenced with a tribute to the late Des Wall, details of which are covered elsewhere in this
newsletter. The field of 18 cars headed out for a formation lap and then another warm-up lap, with
Macready’s Nissan still being repaired, Darrin Renouf still trying to sort the Commodore, and the Mazdas
of Tim Miller and Mark Ruta double entered in Sports Sedans and Improved Production and both drivers
concentrating on the other category for the afternoon.

Once the race got underway the superior power of Chris Jackson’s Calibra gave him the jump over Simon
Copping in the Commodore, with Jackson leading the field for the opening laps. Steve Shiels started well
and maintained 3rd position on the track, with a blinding start from Fred Axisa in the Austrack Motorsport
Commodore launching him up to 4th position after starting 8th on the grid. He didn’t hold it long though,
with the Commodore of Geoff Whittaker regaining 4th position as they headed for turn 2.
Meanwhile Grant Doulman’s start could have gone better, with his Sinoco LED Lighting Commodore offtrack through turn 1 and the run up to turn 2. Doulman managed to regain the track with the rest of the field
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ahead of him, so set about climbing his way back up to the pointy end. As the field headed through the back
of the circuit for the first time it was Jackson in the lead, followed closely by Copping then Shiels,
Whittaker and Axisa. Stuart Inwood was running 6th in the Falcon, closely followed by the Mustang of
Scott Reed and Birol Cetin in the Billy’s Automotive Services Camaro.

Sean Sullivan was next in line in his Sullivan Motorsport/ROH Wheels Corvette C6, being hounded by
Brad Shiels in the RX7 and Steve Lacey’s Commodore, then the Falcon of Jeff Brown, Garry Stevens in
another RX7 and Erik Gattermeier in the Stevens Security BMW. Next was Glenn Pro in the Pro
Motorsport Toyota Supra, followed by Bruce Henley in the RX7 he also had double entered in Improved
Production, and Mick Johnson’s Datsun Stanza. Pro wouldn’t be there for long however, with a loss of
boost pressure seeing him pit the Supra at the end of the first lap.

Garry Stevens had been chasing an engine misfire throughout practice and qualifying, which would surface
again in the opening lap of the race and saw the RX7 slow dramatically. Stevens attempted to persevere
with the problematic misfire, but was only getting slower and would eventually pull out of the race after 8
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laps. Meanwhile up the front the fight for the lead was still between Jackson in the Calibra and Copping’s
Commodore, until the end of the second lap when the latter’s engine let go in a cloud of smoke and he
pulled off the track, out of the race and out of the event. That handed 2 nd position on track to Steve Shiels in
the Camaro, who was still being harassed by the Commodores of Whittaker and Axisa.

Fred Axisa then got ahead of Whittaker to make up one position, with Scott Reed pulling a similar move on
Stuart Inwood to get ahead of him. Meanwhile Jackson had built a good lead and was putting down some
very quick opening laps. Scott Reed then had an anxious moment at turn 2, running wide and getting loose.
He managed to regain his composure however, and did not lose any positions in the exercise.
Geoff Whittaker’s Commodore then had a front upright collapse, putting him out for the race and seeing an
end to his weekend. After qualifying 7th and then losing some spots after the race start, Birol Cetin was now
making up ground, getting past Inwood and Reed and then giving chase to Axisa’s Commodore. Sean
Sullivan and Jeff Brown were having a good dice in the battle for Division 2, with Brown enjoying the
newfound power from his engine but struggling a little with the brakes on the Falcon. Brad Shiels in the
Central West Driver Training RX7 and the Primo Smallgoods/Macri Motors Commodore of Steve Lacey
were also at it, with Lacey getting up alongside Shiels as they headed up the hill to turn 3. Two into one
didn’t work there, with the result being Lacey out on the dirt before regaining the track behind Shiels again.
They were followed by Erik Gattermeier’s BMW.

The Wildridge Fabrications Falcon of Jeff Brown was then out after 8 laps, with the lack of brakes proving
too much of a problem, at one stage causing the Falcon to spin at turn 2 in front of the hard charging
Doulman who was making up positions in the Commodore. Two laps later Bruce Henley was also out in
the RX7. Meanwhile up the front of the field Fred Axisa’s Commodore was starting to lose ground, also
because of brake problems and also spinning, in his case at the fish hook. He managed to finish the race
though, in 6th place.
Chris Jackson was the next to succumb and record a DNF, with the ignition coil in the Calibra failing and
putting him out after 12 laps, but not before he had set the fastest time of the race with a 1:00.5750. The
Camaro of Steve Shiels was therefore into the lead, and with Axisa’s Commodore out of contention it was
up to Reed, Inwood and Cetin to battle for the minor places, with Grant Doulman still charging and
catching them.
Mick Johnson in his Rock Saws Australia Datsun Stanza was the only Division 3 runner, so was
guaranteed points if he could finish the race. The somewhat second-hand Improved Production treaded
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radials he was running on were trying hard to throw him off the track, with the Stanza looking more like a
drift car on some corners, but Johnson would survive to finish and claim the Division 3 points.
Meanwhile the battle for Division 2 kept up for the entire race, with Sean Sullivan eventually prevailing
over Erik Gattermeier, Brad Shiels and Steve Lacey.
Division 1 and outright honours went to Steve Shiels who took out the race win some 18 seconds ahead of
Scott Reed in 2nd place, with Birol Cetin claiming 3rd place.

Race 2 – 16 Laps
Quite a few cars need work in preparation for Race 2 after Saturday’s exploits. Anthony Macready’s team
had the Interlloy Nissan back together, Chris Jackson was able to borrow an ignition coil from the stricken
Commodore of Geoff Whittaker, Glenn Pro had sorted the problem with the Supra and Darrin Renouf was
trying a replacement CDI module borrowed from Simon Copping’s broken Commodore. Garry Stevens
thought he was on top of the engine misfire problem, Jeff Brown had bled the brakes in his Wildridge
Fabrications Falcon in an attempt to get a better pedal feel and Tim Miller and Bruce Henley were back on
the grid in their Mazdas. Fred Axisa had also sorted the brakes in his Austrack Motorsport Commodore,
only to hear an ominous knocking sound in the V8 when he started it up. The car was therefore loaded back
into the bus and he was out for the weekend.
Sunday morning presented fine weather conditions and a dry track for Race 2. When they headed out on the
warm-up lap both Anthony Macready and Darrin Renouf would be starting from the rear of grid, but both
drivers entered the pits rather than forming up on the starting grid. In the case of Macready it was only to
adjust his accoutrements and he would start the race from the pit lane, but for the Enviropress/Fujifilm
Commodore of Renouf it was more serious, with the car still misfiring and suffering from a complete lack
of power. He too started from the pit lane, but was out after one lap and the rest of the day.
When the race got underway the front row got away cleanly, with Steve Shiels in the Central West Driver
Training Camaro Z28 leading the field and Scott Reed’s Procut Concrete Cutting/Nexgen Mustang
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maintaining a close 2 nd. Just behind them though, it got a little ugly. Starting from the second row, both
Birol Cetin and Stuart Inwood started well and went for a gap between Shiels and Reed. Their cars didn’t
touch, but they came awful close with both drivers backing out a little to avoid colliding. Grant Doulman
had also started quickly from one row back behind Cetin, so when Inwood and Cetin were sorting
themselves, he made a run up the right of Cetin’s Camaro. Three cars wide into turn 1 doesn’t usually
work, and Cetin clearly didn’t see the black Sinoco LED Lighting Commodore coming up on his blind
side.
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All three cars moved across, with Doulman ending up well out on the grass as they headed for turn 1. Not
one to take a backward step, he re-entered the track just as they hit the ripple strip at turn 1, nailing the side
of Cetin’s Camaro and turning it around in front of the rest of the field. Inwood had by this time backed out
of it and avoided any collision with Cetin, but the yellow Camaro was out in the infield dirt whilst
Doulman’s Commodore had taken up 3rd position, closely followed by Inwood. Cetin regathered and got
back on track just behind Jeff Brown, back in 13 th position – and so would commence a thrilling drive back
through the field for him, which was just great to watch.
And he was not the only one. By starting from pit lane Anthony Macready had avoided any starting grid
problems and he too then had an excellent drive up through the field. Meanwhile Chris Jackson had started
at the rear of the grid in his Kumho Tyres Calibra, and was up into 5th position by turn 3 of the opening lap,
and then passed Inwood coming onto the main straight to claim 4 th by the end of the first lap. Just ahead of
them Doulman had been harassing the Mustang of Scott Reed through the first half of the lap, and got past
him at turn 8 to be running in 2nd position and give chase to Steve Shiels who had already made a
comfortable gap. Jackson was then up the inside of Scott Reed through turn 1, and moved up into 3 rd
position.

Steve Lacey lost a rear wheel as the Primo Smallgoods/Macri Motors Commodore was heading into turn
10, causing it to spear off into the gravel trap at the end of just his third lap, where the car remained
beached for the remainder of the race. There was a bit of damage to the rear of the car, but a determined
Lacey was able to get it fixed with the assistance of the Doulman Automotive guys and was back on track
in time for Race 3.
Erik Gattermeier had started well in the Stevens Security BMW and was running ahead of the Corvette C6
of Sean Sullivan, with the two drivers continuing their fantastic dicing from previous races. Meanwhile Jeff
Brown and Garry Stevens were also at it, with the Nissan 300ZX of Anthony Macready close behind them,
biding time before he overtook both cars to make up another two positions in his inspiring drive towards
the front of the pack.

Birol Cetin was also making his way forward, steering the Billy’s Automotive Services Camaro past
Sullivan through turn 1 and Gattermeier through turn 2. Cetin and Macready were both focussed, driving
cleanly, fast and on the edge as they fought their way through the field. Meanwhile Garry Stevens started
going backwards again, with the RX7 still suffering from the illusive misfire problem. Mick Johnson was
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out there having a great time once again in his Rock Saws Australia Datsun Stanza, still vying for the
drifting award and claiming more Division 3 and Club Championship points.
Scott Reed in the Mustang and the Gary’s Motorsport Tyres Falcon AU of Stuart Inwood were ensconced
in a fantastic battle, with Inwood really applying the pressure. Meanwhile up ahead of them the gaps
between 1st, 2nd and 3rd were diminishing, with Grant Doulman getting closer to the back of Steve Shiels’
Camaro, but likewise losing ground to Chris Jackson in the Calibra.

Birol Cetin got a good run out of turn 10 onto the main straight, where he was able to go past the Falcon of
Stuart Inwood. He slotted in behind Scott Reed through turn 1, but was up the inside of the Mustang and
past him out of turn 2. Scott Reed then had a moment running wide and Inwood pounced, claiming 5th
position. At the other end of the straight Anthony Macready went past the Sullivan Motorsport/ROH
Wheels Corvette C6 at turn 10 and set off in pursuit of Inwood. With Birol Cetin now looming in the
distance behind him, Chris Jackson stepped it up a notch and with a good run onto the main straight finally
got past the black Commodore of Doulman to claim 2 nd position.
Tim Miller’s Boostworx/Draincare Mazda 808 was out after 5 laps, followed a lap later by the Central
West Driver Training RX7 of Brad Shiels, which had developed some kind of oil leak and was smoking
badly. Meanwhile Sean Sullivan had gotten past Erik Gattermeier and built a bit of a gap. He was out a
couple of laps later however, when his oil pump seized and the engine shut down. The cause was later
determined to be a piece of broken valve spring that got jammed in the pump. Jeff Brown was out of the
race on the same lap with more brake problems, as was the RX7 of Bruce Henley. Birol Cetin had an
anxious moment running wide and off the track out of turn 3 as he gave chase to Grant Doulman, but
managed to get it back on track and continue his pursuit. Not long later Macready was up into 5th, passing
Reed’s Mustang at turn 2.

A lap later Chris Jackson got loose and ran wide through turn 3, nearly causing grief for Grant Doulman,
who steered the Commodore out into the scrub to avoid colliding with Jackson’s Calibra. The cause of
Jackson’s lack of grip was later determined to be a broken valve stem, allowing the tyre to deflate. Jackson
just managed to keep the car on the track through turns 4 & 5, but ended up parking it outside turn 6 and
spending the rest of the race as a spectator.
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At that stage it was Steve Shiels still out in front, with a good gap over Grant Doulman. Birol Cetin was up
into 3rd position, with Stuart Inwood now 4th, Anthony Macready 5th and Scott Reed in 6th.
The Nissan 300ZX of Macready was all over Inwood’s Falcon as they headed up the hill towards turn 3,
but Macready couldn’t make it past there. Shortly after however, he was up the inside of the Falcon in the
braking area for turn 10 and moved up another position. Meanwhile Birol Cetin was in pursuit of the
Commodore of Grant Doulman, passing him cleanly two laps later through turn 1 and into turn 2 to be in
2nd position. Doulman had by that time closed the gap on Steve Shiels in the Camaro, so Cetin was quickly
able to apply pressure to the race leader. Anthony Macready had now also caught this lead pack and in the
latter part of the same lap was inside Doulman’s Commodore for the run into turn 10, passing him and now
into 3rd position.
And so they entered the last lap of the race, and the racing really began. Birol Cetin was quite close behind
Steve Shiels as they crossed the line for the last lap, and by turn 1 he was alongside the blue Camaro,
making the move stick and claiming the race lead through turn 2. Anthony Macready’s Nissan 300ZX was
still flying and it was only a short time into the last lap that he caught up with Shiels. As they headed along
the back straight for the last time the Nissan was up next to the Camaro and as they entered turn 10 the two
cars touched, then touched again, rubbing panels and banging wheels. Macready had the inside run and
managed to gain the position, despite the left rear tyre deflating after the valve stem was torn off, but Shiels
did not fare so well. With a buckled front rim and deflated tyre he ran wide out of turn 10. He recovered to
finish the race, but not before Grant Doulman had scooted past in the Commodore to claim 3 rd place,
relegating Shiels to 4th.
Both Birol Cetin and Anthony Macready had driven excellently through the field, with Cetin winning the
race by little more than a second over Macready and claiming the fastest lap of the race on the way, with a
time of 1:00.6731.

Race 3 – 16 Laps Trophy Race
The weather stayed fine and dry for Sunday afternoon and with mechanical issues claiming a few victims,
with half of the cars recording DNF in Race 2 not returning for Race 3. Therefore thirteen cars would start
the trophy race.
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Garry Stevens’ luck with the misfiring RX7 got no better, with the car delayed getting off the dummy grid
and then spearing off the track onto the infield at turn 1 on his warm-up lap. He recovered to complete the
lap and form up on the rear of the grid, but with the engine problem still evident he stalled off the start,
eventually getting the car running but steering straight into the pits at the end of the first lap.
When the race got underway Birol Cetin jumped the start from pole position in his yellow Billy’s
Automotive Services Camaro, so had a fair gap on the rest of the field by turn 2. Anthony Macready got
away from the front row cleanly to maintain 2 nd position, followed by Grant Doulman in the Sinoco LED
Lighting Commodore. Steve Shiels was a little slower off the line in the Camaro, with Stuart Inwood
taking advantage and diving the Falcon up the inside at turn 2 to claim 4 th position. Erik Gattermeier had
also had a good start in the BMW and was all over the back of Shiels’ Camaro as they headed up the hill to
turn 3. The Procut Concrete Cutting/Nexgen Mustang of Scott Reed was following closely, putting a move
on Gattermeier over the back of the circuit to then be pressuring Shiels as they ran into the fish hook.
On the opening lap Anthony Macready repeated the move that had been successful for him several times in
Race 2, diving up the inside of Birol Cetin at turn 10 to take the race lead in the Interlloy Nissan 300ZX.
Scott Reed also got past Steve Shiels, to be up into 5 th position. Meanwhile Chris Jackson’s run of bad luck
and DNFs continued with the Kumho Tyres Calibra getting jammed in 1 st gear, his race ending before he
could complete the first lap.
Scott Reed and Stuart Inwood renewed their stoush from the previous race, this time the yellow Mustang
filling the mirrors of the Gary’s Motorsport Tyres Falcon AU. At the same time Erik Gattermeier had
dropped back into the clutches of Steve Lacey’s Primo Smallgoods/Macri Motors Commodore, with the
two drivers dicing closely.

Now out in front of the field, Anthony Macready took advantage in the opening laps by trying to build a
gap over the Camaro of Birol Cetin. The gap wouldn’t last though, with Cetin’s breathtaking speed on the
main straight keeping him in contention and ensuring Macready had to work for it. The Commodore of
Grant Doulman was still running 3rd, followed by Stuart Inwood and Scott Reed, with a gap back to Steve
Shiels, who seemed to be running a little slower in the blue Central West Driver Training Camaro Z28.
A lap later Grant Doulman ran off the track at the top of the hill, recovering but losing 3 rd position to Stuart
Inwood and then copping pressure from Scott Reed. Reed tried to go past on the main straight, but
Doulman’s Commodore had enough in a straight line to keep the Mustang at bay. Reed tucked in behind
the Commodore for turn 1, biding his time for another attempt. Meanwhile Mick Johnson was still having
fun in his Rock Saws Australia Datsun Stanza, having a massive drift through the fish hook that kept the
crowd entertained and had the track commentators squealing with excitement. Johnson went on to finish
10th outright and with his points gathered throughout the weekend also leads the Club Championship after
Round 1.
The pressure being applied to Grant Doulman by Scott Reed would soon pay off, with the Commodore
having a lose at turn 2, sliding backwards off the track and into the gravel trap. Doulman was able to get
going again, losing 4th position to Reed’s Mustang, but also allowing Steve Shiels, Erik Gattermeier, Steve
Lacey and Jeff Brown past. He therefore regained the track in 9 th position, just ahead of Glen Pro’s Pro
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Motorsport Toyota Supra. Doulman then set about playing catch-up, eventually finishing the race in 6th
place.

At the front of the field Anthony Macready was still under pressure from Birol Cetin, with the Camaro
getting close through turn 1 and Cetin having to back out of it as Macready shut the door into turn 2, with
Macready maintaining the race lead. Steve Shiels then started having real dramas in the Camaro, slowing
dramatically with what he first thought was a fuel pump issue. He stayed out there for a couple of laps,
hoping to finish the race and grab at least a few championship points, but the car had other ideas. It
subsequently just stopped and he was out of the race after 11 laps, later frustrated to realise the cause of the
problem was a flat battery.
Meanwhile the Wildridge Fabrications Falcon of Jeff Brown was making up ground on the Commodore of
Steve Lacey, who was suffering from handling problems in the rear of the car, no doubt related to his
dramas in Race 2. Brown would eventually get past, finishing the race in 7 th place, just 1/10th ahead of
Lacey.
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With the ailing Camaro of Steve Shiels bringing out the white flag as the race leader approached, the
Camaro of Birol Cetin got up alongside Anthony Macready’s Nissan through turn 1, with Macready putting
two wheels out on the dirt to give Cetin enough room. Macready couldn’t recover in time for turn 2 this
time around, so Cetin was into the race lead with the Nissan now giving chase.

Half a lap later and Cetin locked a rear brake into the fish hook, running the Camaro wide and allowing
Macready’s Nissan back into the race lead. Thus ensued a dice that would continue throughout the dying
laps of the race. In the end it would be Anthony Macready’s race, with the Nissan taking the win by just
1/10th over the Camaro. Not to take anything away from Cetin though, who took out the fastest lap of the
race with a time of 1:00.8625, some 6/10ths quicker than the fastest lap of the race-winning Nissan. After
the race however, stewards handed down a 15-second penalty to Cetin for jumping the start. It had little
effect on the results, with Cetin far enough ahead of Inwood’s Falcon to maintain 2 nd place.
Stuart Inwood managed to hold out the Mustang of Scott Reed out, but only just. The gap between the two
cars was just 3/100ths. The results left both drivers well in championship contention after the first round,
with Reed in 2nd place, 1 point ahead of Inwood. With Macready missing out on Saturday, he would end up
15

a little down the points, but the championship lead would belong to Birol Cetin, currently 8 points ahead of
Reed.
In the Club Championship stakes Mick Johnson holds a good lead, 9 points ahead of Erik Gattermeier, with
Birol Cetin another 5 points behind.
With a few of the championship contenders leaving Wakefield Park with few or no points, Round 2 at
Sydney Motorsport Park in June is sure to be full of action.
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*** To view hundreds more of the excellent photos of Round 1 provided by Koen Photo, go to:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7g8yllyrsj557bo/1vNl9M3Eu7
And check out the video of the opening lap of Race 2 here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uj4NkvNMjQ
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Des Wall Remembered
The late Des Wall was remembered by NSW Sports Sedans during Round 1 of the State Championship
event at Wakefield Park. As well as leaving the front row vacant for Race 1 as a mark of respect, a large
banner featuring photos of Des was on display at the front of the starting grid.
David Wall was able to take time out from his busy schedule to attend the circuit on Saturday afternoon,
where he was able take part in the activities on the grid and then spectate for the opening race of the NSW
Sports Sedan Championship.
A photo of the full grid of Sports Sedans with the banner in place will be framed and presented to the Wall
family on behalf of the NSW Sports Sedan community.
Thanks go to David Wall, our grid girls Cindi and Crystal, all of our drivers, photographers Martin and
Alicia from Koen Photo and the officials at Wakefield Park for making it possible to remember Des with
the grid activities.
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Major Sponsor for 2013 and Beyond
Kumho Tyres has come on board as our major sponsor in 2013. The signing of a new major sponsor is
testament to the fact that NSW Sports Sedans is heading in the right direction in terms of competitor
numbers, quality of racing and management of our category in this state.
The sponsorship deal includes the following:






Permanently discounted tyres for all registered members (see the price list below)
A new set of tyres for each of the three Division winners in 2013
All windscreen banners and stickers supplied
Trackside support provided by Peak Race Tyres at all Sports Sedan race meetings in NSW
The continued research and sourcing of other tyre sizes suitable for Sports Sedans

This represents an excellent deal for our category, our club and our members. As with previous years, a
condition of the sponsorship will be the inclusion of Kumho Tyres windscreen banners and stickers on all
cars. Details of this will be included in the 2013 NSW Sports Sedan Championship Regulations, as well as
future newsletters.
One of the main attractions of Sports Sedans has always been the freedom of the rules and as soon as we
start to over-control things and take away choices, we lose what Sports Sedans are supposed to be about.
Kumho Tyres recognises this and therefore we are not introducing a control tyre as part of the deal. Not all
tyre sizes are able to be catered for as yet, but all members are encouraged to take advantage of the
excellent pricing now on offer to our category and support Kumho Tyres in supporting us.
The discounted tyre deal applies to financial members of ASSA NSW, who are registered in the 2013 NSW
Sports Sedan Championship – a good excuse to get your 2013 membership done early!
If you would like tyres for a race meeting please pre-order them at least 4 days in advance so that the guys
from Peak Race Tyres can estimate how many tyres to bring on the truck. Tyres can be pre-fitted on rims if
the rims are delivered to Peak Race Tyres at Parramatta in the week prior to a race meeting. At the track
payment for tyres can be made in cash or by EFTPOS.
Once again, all Sports Sedan competitors are encouraged to take advantage of the excellent deal put in
place for our members in 2013. Contact David or James at Peak Race Tyres to order your Kumho slicks.
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KUMHO S700 Racing Slicks Range
Tyre
Width
O/A

Tread
Width

Revs/Km

Normal
Price
Incl
GST

Sports
Sedans
Price
Incl
GST

Size

Rim
Size

Type

O/A
Dia

200/580/R15

7.5-8.5"

Hard

580

229

213

530

$300.00

$275.00

225/50/R16

8-10.5"

Hard

635

254

235

516

$390.00

$360.00

240/610/R17

8-9"

Hard

610

252

240

522

$420.00

$385.00

280/680/R17

9-11"

Hard

683

300

270

466

$475.00

$440.00

225/640/R18

8.5-10"

Hard

640

236

228

497

$420.00

$385.00

245/645/R18

9-10.5

Hard

643

254

245

495

$420.00

$390.00

280/650/R18

9-11"

Medium

650

290

260

490

$470.00

$430.00

280/680/R18

9-11"

Hard

683

300

270

466

$490.00

$450.00

310/710/R18

12-13.5"

Hard

708

349

315

$520.00

$490.00

Peak Race Tyres can be found at:
80 Macarthur Street
Parramatta NSW 2151
Ph. 02 9683 5577
Fax 02 9630 0687
www.peakrpm.com

More information about Kumho racing tyres can be found at:
www.kumho.com.au/motorsports
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2013 Round Dates
The dates listed below are now confirmed.
DATE
8 -9th February

CIRCUIT
Mt. Panorama, Bathurst

27th-28th April

EVENT
12-hour Support Races
(Stand Alone Event)
Round 1

22nd-23rd June

Round 2

Sydney Motorsport Park

10th-11th August

Round 3

Wakefield Park

21st-22nd September

Round 4

Sydney Motorsport Park

9th-10th November

Round 5

Sydney Motorsport Park
(North Circuit)

th

Wakefield Park

The Muscle Car Masters event will not be part of the 2013 calendar for Sports Sedans. However, we have
been advised that NSW Sports Sedans will receive an invite to the 2014 MCM event. Details regarding that
will be published at a later date.

Series Sponsor and Windscreen Banners
Kumho Tyres will be the major sponsor of the NSW Sports Sedan State Championship in 2013.
As part of the 2013 Championship Regulations all cars competing for State Championship points must
display a sponsor windscreen banner and stickers above the numbers on each side of the car.
In addition a number of Round Sponsors are supporting Sports Sedans again in 2013. Stickers from each of
the round sponsors should also be on display on every car, in addition to the new club logo and our website
address. Stickers and windscreen banners will be supplied to anyone who needs them throughout the year.
Jeff Brown will have all windscreen banners and sponsor stickers at Round 2. Please go and see Jeff and
collect your stickers prior to the qualifying session. If you would like to get hold of the stickers and banners
prior to the round to enable them to be placed on the car beforehand, please give Jeff a call and he will
arrange to get them to you.
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Classes/Divisions for 2013
Just a reminder about the class points system for the 2013 Club Championship.
Once again in 2013 there are three divisions, based on lap times. Research conducted into results over the
last couple of years has aided in determining the division times, which are based on Eastern Creek GP
circuit lap times, with equivalent times calculated for the other NSW circuits.
The divisions are:

Division 1
Division 2
Division 3

SMP GP
Under 1:37.00
1:37.00 to 1:42.00
Over 1:42.00

SMP Extended
Under 2:03.00
2:03.00 to 2:08.00
Over 2:08.00

SMP North
Under 1:07.00
1:07.00 to 1:10.00
Over 1:10.00

Wakefield Park
Under 1:03.00
1:03.00 to 1:06.00
Over 1:06.00

Therefore it doesn’t matter what type of car you are driving (i.e. Space Frame or Floor Pan), how fast you
go determines what division you run in and you should (in theory) be on track racing amongst drivers who
are competing for the same division points.
Divisions will generally be allocated based on the qualifying session from Round 1. Of course, there may
be some issues with cars or other factors that will provide an inaccurate gauge of some lap times. The
committee may re-allocate some drivers into another division based on prior results and lap times in dry
conditions.
Similarly, any driver who wishes to be placed in a higher division can request this through the committee –
so if you know that Round 1 is not going to show the true potential of your car but that you will be
improving throughout the season, you can opt to move up a division in advance.
Changes to divisions will only occur after Round 1 in exceptional circumstances, as the Division point
scores will be affected if changes are made later in the season.
If you missed Round 1 the committee will allocate an appropriate division for later rounds based on
historical performance and current, matching lap times from any of the circuits.
The committee will also allocate further classes within the three divisions should there be enough
competitors. For example if we get a few historic Sports Sedans, some ex-V8 Supercars, or a contingent of
utes or trucks running for the season then class points will be allocated and a class trophy awarded at the
end of the season.
The State Championship will still be decided on outright points and in this regard remains unchanged.

Point Scores
The point scores for both the State Championship and the Club Championship will be calculated in the
same way as last year – 20 points for 1st place, 18 points for 2nd place, 16 points for third place and then 15
points down to 1 point for the next 15 places.
For the State Championship points will be allocated on an outright basis for each of the three races at each
round. The fastest qualifier at each round will also be allocated two (2) points.
For the Club Championship points will be allocated for each Division and will include qualifying and each
of the three races at each round. Therefore if you happen to qualify well but the rest of your weekend goes
awry, you still walk away with some points from the round. Class points will also be allocated in this way.
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Division 3 Sponsorship Support
Round sponsor and regular photographic contributors Koen Photo will again provide extra support to NSW
Sports Sedans in 2013 by supplying trophies and other benefits for Division 3 competitors. The NSW
Committee has been looking at ways to attract more Division 3 competitors and build upon the class, and
the support from Koen Photo has gone a long way to achieving this.
Koen Photo will be awarding 1st, 2nd and 3rd place trophies for each of the five State Championship rounds,
then top 3 trophies for the year at the Presentation Night. They will also be making a special
“Encouragement Award” to someone in Division 3.
The NSW Committee is very grateful to Koen Photo for their ongoing support and in particular their push
to improve Division 3 again in 2013.
If you are a Division 3 competitor or would like to be, please contact the Committee through Erik
Gattermeier or Nick Smith, or simply turn up and race!
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Round Sponsorship
A number of businesses provided financial support to the ASSA and the championship in 2012 as Round
Sponsors. Negotiations are currently underway to secure some more round sponsors for next year.
Advertisements for our sponsors appear throughout the newsletters and on our cars at each round of the
championship. The committee would like to thank the following businesses:

CNC Engineering Services
Unit 3, 144 Old Bathurst Road, Emu Plains 2750
Ph. 02 4735 7214 Fax 02 4735 7231
Email:
sales@agmengineering.com.au

Financial Planning - Illawarra & South Coast NSW

-

Motorsport Driveline Components
Limited Slip Differentials
Competition transmissions
Phone: (02) 9879 4839
Web: www.drexler-motorsport.com.au
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Classifieds

FOR SALE @ 20.09.12
Secondhand – Used Michelin Slick Tyres
Front Tyres - can be used on rear for smaller cars.
30-65-18 S7 or S8 compound $100.00 each

Rear Tyres
31-71-18 S7 or S8 compound - priced from $50 to $100.00 each
31-71- 18 S9 compound - almost like new $150.00 each

Second hand – Used Michelin ‘wets with rims’ to fit Ford 114.3 PCD
24- 64- 18 X 2 Tyres and 2 x Rims 18 x 9 - $550.00 O.N.O

Michelin Wets
29 – 65 – 18 X 2 Tyres and 31 – 71 – 18 X 2 Tyres - all 4 tyres $ 600.00
__________________________________________________________________________________________
HQ Up-rights with mods for Sports Sedan
Crack tested – not used on race car - $ 300.00

Geoff Whittaker
Ph 0424 532 735
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Steve’s Toyshop
ABN: 35 603 429 403

Phone: (02) 46309 587
Mobile: 0407 666 149

Fax:
Email:

(02) 9534 2469

vigurs@bigpond.com
Camaro Sports Sedan

For Sale or Lease – Chassis #34

Built for 2013 season State or Shannons
Right hand drive, weight 1050kg wet, no fuel
Hewland VG5 Nissan RC90 Transaxle
SB2.2 Hendrick carby engine, approx 760hp
Wheels 18” x 12 and 18” x 13, two sets
Brakes AP 6 piston, front AP4 piston rear
SALE PRICE
Lease cost

$105,900 GST included
RING TO DISCUSS
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CAMARO PROJECT – CHASSIS # 33
Chassis pretty much fit any engine, set up for Supercar diff
assy with three link watts link, front rockers and lower control
arms with rack and uprights
Fibreglass panels, front clip, rear clip, roof panel and door
skins with front undertray and Venturi
Windows, lexan, front moulded rear

7,000
4,500
1,200

Other parts which fit available separately


Brakes front AP6 piston, rotors, hats

1,800



Brakes rear Brembo, rotors, hats



Diff assy 888 racing cambered with hats

2,900



Koni race shocks 2 x 395 Ext 2 x 305 Ext

3,800



Wheels 18” ex Butler Camaro, 11 ½ abd 13”

600

900

Engines

PME-3 – Rebuilt by
B.E.S. Never started,
roller cam engine with
build sheet

19,900

JGR – Built Gibbs 2007,
among the last sprint cup
engines before the move
to Toyota. All the latest
SB2 tricks

19,900
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Earnhart Jnr. Nationwide
roller cam engine with
2009 block. Has done
one race, superb

18,900

Henrick DH10B roller
cam engine in Camaro,
new block six stage
segmented oiling, 830
Holley carby

20,900

Henrick DH10B roller
cam engine, spare for
Camaro

18,900

All engines have intake,
dizzy and leads, engine
plate, oil and water
pumps, belts and lines,
are reary to race
Clutch and bellhousings
are available for these at
extra cost and are listed
later

Engine Blocks

Motown II, new block, splayed steel caps, #084110, 3.99
bore, machined for 55m cam
RCR inline lifter 184A block with Nicosil bores, includes head
studs, pitons, cam brgs, can fit 18 deg Chevy or SB2.2 heads

2,600
2,100
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Heads and Top End
SB2.2 Hendrick DH10B, complete vales, springs, retainers,
port plugs, stands and rockers. Probably best SB2.2 heads
ever
SB2.2 complete valves, springs, assembles, port plugs
SB2.2 with titanium v/v 2.18 and 1.6
SB2.2 , 1 damaged,. One good
RO7 Chevy RCR bare, heads, tidy
Dodge R5/P7 heads, superb set of Evernham big port heads
with stands and rockers
Water tray SB2.2
Jesel rockers, J2K and other complete systems. SET
Jesel rockers many ratios. SETS 8 from
T&D stands, SB2.2 and Dodge from
T&D rockers from 1.7 to 2.1 ratio. SETS 8, from
SB2.2 Intake, Gibbs oval port GM617, great condition
SB2.2 Intake, Gibbs oval port, Edelbrock 2962
SB2.2 Intake, NEW. GM 048, unported
Dodge, Intake, R5/P7, ported, Edelbrock 2816
23deg Chev Bowtie Victor Jnr Intake, + rocker covers

Bottom End

Jesel belt drives with BB snout or standard crank pulleys
Jesel belts, one race
Camshafts, new cores, cams 50mm and 55mm, new and used
roller or flat tappet. SB2/SB2 block and SB2 standard block.
FROM
FOLLOWERS. 905 dogbone Jesel 16
FOLLOWERS. 875 Crower SB2/SB2 Tie bar
FOLLOWERS. 875 Crower SB2/STD tie bar
VALVES, many sets, titanium intake and exhaust. Some new,
set 8 FROM
Crankshaft, Bryant, NEW 3.335 stroke, 350 mains, 2.0
journal, big block snout
Crankshaft, Bryant 3.3 stroke, small mains, Honda 1.888 rod
journals, big block snout
Cosworth crankshaft, 3.5 stroke, 350 mains, 350 rod
journals, standard snout
Conrods, Crower 350 rod and main 927 pin, suit high HP use,
rebushed, SET 8
Carillo and Pankl conrods, many sizes, pins, big end,
thickness and lengths, call for details. SET 8 from
Pistons, NEW, many sets various bores, pins, comp heights.
Call for details. SB2.2 and Dodges, SET 8, many with pins and
rings FROM
Pistons, USED, SB2.2 and Dodge R5, some with rings and
pins. SET 8 from

5,800
1,500
1,200
500
700
1,900
400
1,200
160
250
200
900
700
450
500
130

500
50
250
350
250
250
100
2,300
1,500
900
800
400
500
90
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Transmission and Clutches

Gearbox T101A, road race with
shifter, recirc pump and 29 spline
clutch, friction plates. Fully rebuilt
Nascar used these on SB2.2 and
Dodge R5 racecars

Clutch and bellhousing kit. Tilton
110-T ultra low with starter and
debris shield SBC
Bellhousing, bare
Flywheel and cover plate Dodge/RO7

Clutch and bellhousing kit.
Quartermaster 153T, fits SBC

1,900
460
200

1,100

Tilton magnesium clutch and
bellhousing kit 153T. fits SBC.
Choice of 26 or 29 spline plates

SHIFTER, Hurst Indy 4 speed

5,600

1,300

250
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Wheels and Tyres
Michelin, NEW WETS. Save $800, are 18” 29/165 and 31/71,
SET 4
Michelin, USED WETS, Porsche, PAIR 27/68
Pirelli, WETS, 17”, set 4 USED4

Wheel Sections 16”

Inner 9”, very tidy, 4 OFF EACH
Inner 8”, wide, 2 OFF EACH
Inner 3”, wide, 2 OFF EACH
Outer 7” wide, 2 OFF EACH
Outer 4” wide, 4 OFF EACH

2,400
300
400

90
80
30
70
50

Wheel Section 17”

Inner 8” wide. 2 OFF EACH
Inner 7” wide. 2 OFF EACH
Outer 4” wide. 4 OFF EACH
Wheels 17”, 2 only, 11.5 wide 7 ½ - 4. Pair

70
70
50
400

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST

Steve’s Toyshop
ABN: 35 603 429 403

Phone: (02) 46309 587
Mobile: 0407 666 149

Fax:
Email:

(02) 9534 2469

vigurs@bigpond.com
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Pistons

NEW forged pistons $125 each
Suit 14 degree SBC
Could suit 18 degree subject to cam lift
Bore size 4.125
4 new Piston marking 4113L box marking 102766
5 new Piston marking 4113R box marking 108485
plus 2 sets of rings available
2 new sets CP piston rings RS8000-4125-5
$200 per set

Crankshaft

Small Block Crower Crankshaft BRAND NEW never used
Part no E95121X4 4340 forged
Enduro 3.48 stroke
Crower price is $1420 + freight + gst + duty
Sell $1250
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Valve Springs

Brand new set still in box Manley 22440-16 SBC V8
1.550 inch double with damper
H-11 tool steel
Seat 250 lbs at 1.850
Open 680 lbs at 1.150
Coil bind 1.080 inch
Spring rate 614 lbs
$300

Tyres - wets
290/625x16
325/700x16
Grooved by Dunlop Sydney, used twice only
Been stored away from light in tyre covers
2 years old max
$100 per tyre
Call Jeff 0418 640 495 or
email jeff@brownmotorsport.com.au
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